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Vision: Boldt Risk Management Solutions, Inc. (aka BRMS Insurance Services) 

offers superior risk management and insurance services to healthcare providers, 
social/human service firms, faith-based organizations and other business clients.  

Mission: Our mission is to provide innovative risk management and insurance 

solutions to our target industries, and to establish mutually beneficial relationships 
between businesses and insurance carriers.

Values:

The BRMS Team will strive to be honest, truthful and accurate at all times;
even when acting in this manor is uncomfortable or difficult.   

“Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot
be trusted with important matters” - Albert Einstein

BRMS staff will endeavor to understand and value the feelings and goals of 
clients, carriers, colleagues, underwriters and other stakeholders.

“...treat people with understanding when you can, and fake it
when you can’t until you do understand.” - Kim Harrison  

Through continuous quality improvement and attention to detail, BRMS will
always try to meet or exceed expectations.

“If I cannot do great things, I can do small things in a great way” - Martin Luther King Jr.

Our goal is to find and present insurance and risk management best practices 
or innovative solutions that address each client’s unique requirements. 
“Better Solutions for Better Business” - Michael Boldt

Strategy:

BRMS has successfully grown into a niche 

brokerage by focusing on reputation.  

Boldt Risk Management Solutions has 

established a respected presence among 

its target clients as a valuable resource and 

service innovator with wide access to the 

applicable insurance markets. Competitors, 

underwriters, Intermediaries and carriers 

have come to recognize BRMS as an industry 

expert with the highest level of integrity. 

Our organizational mission and values are 

manifest by generously contributing creative 

energy, time, effort and other resources 

in service of the long-term care industry, 

social/human service providers and faith-

bases organizations.

 

Organizations benefit from the BRMS 

strategic approach to insurance. We 

provide a wide range of options for 

transferring risk: Commercial Insurance, 

High-Deductible Insurance, Captives, 

and Self Insurance. A client will always be 

presented with the best available quote 

from an “A” rated carrier along with other 

options that might be appropriate. Riskier 

options presented will be accompanied by 

a thorough explanation of the risks involved. 


